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Entries

Pictorialist Photography Challenge
Wil Scott, *Path Through the Woods* (final image)
Wil Scott, *Path Through the Woods*
Mike Driscoll, *St. Anne’s from Main Street at the top of City Dock, Winter*
Mike Driscoll, *Pushing the Veil Between the Worlds*
Mike Driscoll, *Welcome to the Summerlands*
Donna Rhody, *Reeds*
John Verdi, *Quiet Waters*
Laurie Putscher, *Flotsam*
Sheldon Timin, Entry # 3
Cynthia Merrifield, *Burros of the Big Bend*
Mike Thomas, *Watching the Clock*
Final Five
Pictorialist Photography Challenge
Laurie Putscher, *Moonwalker*
John Verdi, *House on Waneta Lake*
Mike Thomas, *Brush Tunnel*
James Black, *Gingerville Creek*
Cynthia Merrifield, *Baby I’m a Rock Star*
Entries and Working Images
Laurie Putscher, *Moonwalker*
John Verdi, *House on Waneta Lake*

Finished Image
John Verdi, *House on Waneta Lake*, original
John Verdi, *House on Waneta Lake*, cropped
John Verdi, *House on Waneta Lake*
John Verdi, *House on Waneta Lake*
Mike Thomas, *Brush Tunnel*, Original
Mike Thomas, *Brush Tunnel*, background
Mike Thomas, *Brush Tunnel*, smoke working image
Cynthia Merrifield, *Baby I’m a Rock Star*
Cynthia Merrifield, *Burros of the Big Bend*

Finished Image
Cynthia Merrifield, *Burros of the Big Bend*, working image
Cynthia Merrifield, *Burros on the Big Bend*, working image
Cynthia Merrifield, *Burros of the Big Bend*, working image
James Black, Study
Finished Image
James Black, working images
James Black, *Study Components*
James Black, *Gingerville Creek*
finished image
James Black, *Study, components*
James Black, *Study*, components
James Black, *Study*, components
James Black, *Gingerville Creek*
Finished Image
John Verdi, *Avon Pier*, working image
John Verdi, *Avon Pier*, original image
John Verdi, *Quiet Waters*

Finished Image
John Verdi *Quiet Waters* (original)
John Verdi, *Quiet Waters* 2/4 cropped and lightened
John Verdi, *Quiet Waters* 3/4 monochromed
John Verdi, *Quiet Waters*, 4/4 smoothed edges
Laurie Putscher, *Flotsam*
 Finished Image
Laurie Putscher, *Lighthouse in Dark*

working image
Mike Thomas, *Self-Portrait, Element #1*
Mike Thomas, *Self-Portrait*, Element #2
Mike Thomas, *Watching the Clock*
Finished Image
Mike Thomas, *Watching the Clock*, Element #1
Mike Thomas, *Watching the Clock*, Element #2
Sheldon Timin, Entry #1 element
Working image
Sheldon Timin, Entry #2

Finished Image
Sheldon Timin, Entry # 3
Finished Image
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